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Loyal Ulster is under threat! A conspiracy by the ‘British’ and Irish
governments, hand in hand with the Marxist IRA, is endangering the status
of Northern Ireland as part of Great Britain!
The aim of the murdering IRA/Sinn Fein and their fellow Irish Republican travellers is to create a single state of Ireland ruled by Dublin by using
any means at their disposal. They are experts at indiscriminately murdering innocent people by the bomb and the bullet. Contrary to the conditions
of the so-called ‘peace treaty’ known as the ‘Good Friday Agreement’ the
IRA are still in existence and their terror programme is still in operation.
Their members are once again on our streets continuing their campaign
of hate against the British people of Ulster. All these red terrorists should
have received the death penalty for their crimes and hung like common
criminals. To those who will say that Loyalist prisoners have also been
released, we state that those loyal Britons should not have been imprisoned in the first place. Would any other country jail its citizens for fighting
to defend it from attack by a foreign power? In Britain though, those
standing up for our nation are condemned by both the corrupt politicians
in power and by the pro-Republican media, most of whose journalists
subscribe to the politics of Karl Marx like their comrades in the IRA.
Ulster is, and must always remain, British. Those people currently
resident in Northern Ireland who refuse to renounce allegiance to the Irish
Republic and do not consider themselves British should lose their British
Citizenship and, as a result, their automatic right to live on British soil.
This would enable all IRA activists and their supporters to be removed
permanently from the UK.
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The British People’s Party supports the right of the British people of
Ulster to maintain their British heritage within the United Kingdom.
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We say to hell with the Westminster traitors and their
IRA supporting string-pullers in the USA.
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HANG IRA SCUM!
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